Spectacular waterfront views, award-winning architecture and a striking Western Australian setting make the Function Centre and Balcony on Victoria Quay a unique and highly sought after venue.

Floor-to-ceiling glass windows open out onto the stylishly curved balcony where guests can enjoy the grandeur of uninterrupted water views and watching the cargo ships and other vessels enter and leave the working port.

The expansive interior glass windows frame the imposing height of the pearl lugger Trixen and the dramatic displays of Western Australian maritime artefacts.

This sophisticated harbour-side events space hosts all occasions, including weddings, dinners, corporate functions, musical performances, community events and more.

Add a unique touch to your event—let us arrange a special after hours viewing of the Museum for your guests to explore our treasured maritime artefacts, such as Australia II and the Parry Endeavour, while discovering Western Australia’s ocean-centric culture.

SEATED CAPACITY 150
STANDING CAPACITY 200

INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS
Telephone: (08) 9431 8323
venuehire@museum.wa.gov.au
museum.wa.gov.au